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Introducing you 
to partnership

Together we grow stronger



The region’s 
largest business 
membership 
organisation 
representing 
2,500+ 
businesses. 

For over 200 years, the Chamber has been helping businesses grow their 
knowledge, influence and connectivity.  

We want to create a world where businesses in the North East of England thrive 
as a collective force. We are an independent body owned by our members.  
As the only regional Chamber in the UK and the third largest nationally, we 
work with SME’s to multinationals.  Our members are part of a collective and 
influential network and take pride in associating with our internationally 
regarded brand, seen, and heard beyond our region. 

We pride ourselves on giving expert knowledge and advice on important issues 
affecting businesses. Our extensive network, renowned business to business 
events programme and ever-growing online community provides the perfect 
platform for our members to sustain, develop and grow.   

Our team of policy and research specialists ensure your voice is heard at local, 
regional and national levels. We drive campaigns on infrastructure, trade, skills 
and competitiveness to support the prosperity of businesses and drive change 
in the North East. We are one of 52 accredited Chambers of Commerce across 
the UK. Being part of the British Chambers network means we have regular, 
direct access to the highest levels of Government.  

Together we grow stronger
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Powered by 2,500
businesses in the region

300+ 
events and webinars planned for 2022

40,000+
people to connect with in our online community

115,000+ 
hits to our website in 2021

20,000+ 
Twitter followers

16,000+ 
Linkedin followers

The 
Chamber 
in numbers
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Partner membership 
The Chamber’s Partner Programme is a strategic 
partnership between your organisation and the 
North East England Chamber of Commerce. 

Engagement with the Chamber at this level, offers opportunities to stand out; 
demonstrate commitment to the region; establish high profile connections; and 
influence regional and national decision makers. 

Our Partners are an intrinsic part of our large business offer, but in addition, have 
access to key elements that add significant value to their relationship with the 
Chamber and bring major benefits to their business.
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“As a provider of essential infrastructure and 
services, the success of our business goes hand 
in hand with the success of North East England.  
Being a Chamber Partner ensures those are 
joined together.  It enables us to collaborate with 
the wider business community for mutual benefit, 
gives us the opportunity to influence regional 
and national decision makers on the things that 
matter here, and helps us play our part in building 
a successful economy for our region.”

Louise Hunter MBE,
Director of Corporate Affairs, 
Northumbrian Water
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Chamber Partners form an exclusive group, from 
a range of sectors across the region, working 
collectively to maximise impact on North East 
England.

Positioned alongside other leading businesses, representative of their industry 
and specialisms, our Partners cast light on their sector and play a key role 
in helping to shape what the Chamber does to support the wider member 
network - further demonstrating their commitment to the local business 
community and helping to put the North East front and centre of government 
policy making.  

We work with between 1- 2 members per sector, dependant on sector. The group 
will not no exceed 1% of the Chamber’s membership, to enable us to work most 
effectively with this group. 

• The opportunity to be the Chamber’s only Partner Member representative of 
its industry and specialisms and the Chamber’s preferred ‘go to’ member for 
businesses looking for knowledge, advice, and support in this area. 

Exclusivity & 
Positioning
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“As partner members we are given a 
unique opportunity to meet with other 
North East business leaders, regional and 
national politicians and thought leaders to 
get an insight into a variety of important 
issues, to ask questions and to make policy 
representations in support of the local 
business community. This is supported by the 
excellent team at the Chamber who help in 
connecting, advising and providing a strong 
voice for businesses in our region.

Mark Dowdall, 
Director Environment and Community, 
Banks Group



Engagement with the Chamber at this level is 
managed closely by its senior team providing 
our Partners with a more effective means to 
maximising opportunities associated with being a 
member.

Our dedicated Partner Engagement & Sponsorship Manager, will remain 
your main point of contact and ensure we touch base with you at regular 
intervals throughout the year. We will ensure you and your colleagues are 
involved across Chamber activities wherever this is of value. 

This will involve:

• Regular meetings through the year to plan, evaluate and ensure delivery 
of bespoke partnership agreement. 

• Coordinate activity between relevant colleagues across the Chamber and 
your business. 

• Provide easy access to Chamber products, services, and expertise.  
• Support in signposting relevant Chamber events to the relevant. 

employees to guarantee representation from and ensure opportunities 
are exploited across the company. 

• Ensure a high-level support, where appropriate, for company initiatives. 
• Facilitate introductions within the network and further afield.

Relationship 
Management
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“The arts and culture play a crucial part 
in making the North East a special place 
to live, work, invest and do business. Our 
partnership with the Chamber gives us 
the opportunity to represent our sector 
and contribute, with other sectors, to 
influencing policy for the north, and to 
champion it as a fantastic place…”

Abigail Pogson, 
Managing Director, 
Sage Gateshead



Policy 
influence & 
leadership

We work closely with our Partners on shared aims 
and objectives, creating a bespoke programme of 
activity, reviewed regularly over the course of each 
year.

We choose to invest significantly in our policy and campaign work and as a 
result, play a leading role in influencing policy regionally and nationally. Our 
relationships with decision makers (including MPs and government officials) 
at all levels allow the voice of our members to be heard in the right place at 
the right time. We have a strong track record of successfully campaigning for 
policy change and investment in areas such as skills, planning, transport, and 
devolution.

Through our membership of the British Chambers of Commerce (BCC) we have 
regular, direct engagement with key decision makers across Whitehall and we 
are a powerful voice in shaping the BCC position on national business policy 
issues.   Our Economic Survey is used by the Bank of England and Treasury to set 
policy and is regularly cited by MPs as a valuable indicator of what is going on in 
the region.

Our Stronger North East campaign sets out the policy changes our members 
want to see, while our network of area meetings and policy forums ensure that 
our priorities continue to match current business needs.
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“Newcastle International Airport is delighted 
to be a Chamber Partner as it allows the 
region’s gateway airport to be better 
involved in regional affairs, linked into key 
policy discussions, network with other 
key businesses, and enjoy direct access to 
nationally important decision makers. We 
are also keen to work with the Chamber and 
members to shape government decisions 
on aviation and maximise the opportunities 
afforded to the region by the Airport.”

Graeme Mason, 
Planning & Corporate Affairs Director,
Newcastle International Airport
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Working with our Partners

We work closely with our Partner members, dedicating specific resource from 
across our team to identify shared aims and objectives and create a bespoke 
programme of activity. This includes working together to: address issues 
affecting businesses across the region (outlined in our Stronger North East 
Campaign), or matters affecting specific sectors; provide members with latest 
information and insights on topics that matter most, as part of our Knowledge 
Programme; and promote particular ‘initiatives’ that are in the interest of the 
wider membership. 

Where relevant, we work with our Partner members collectively, demonstrating 
the powerful influence of this group, while also developing innovative solutions 
to some of the region’s business and economic challenges. Our Partners played a 
key role in kick starting our strategic plan in response to Covid-19, leading several 
focus groups and unearthing valuable cross sector insight and ideas, which were 
used as the basis for consultation with our broader membership.  



Examples of our work with Partners 

• Sage Gateshead to highlight the importance of the arts and cultural sector 
for the business community and making a case for change to the overall 
distribution of funding to narrow the distinct gaps in socio-economic 
performance, in line with the government’s levelling up agenda.

• Pulsant to provide members with access to unique IT knowledge and 
information to support regional, national, and international growth, focusing 
on topics including: Data Protection; Cyber Security; Digital Transformation; 
and Cloud Adoption. 

• Teesside University & Gateshead College to address graduate retention 
and further improvements in careers advice and business engagement with 
education.

• Northumbrian Water to showcase innovation in the energy sector in the 
North East and identify the areas where further investment or policy change 
is required to help the sector develop further and attract greater investment 
to the region. 

• Womble Bond Dickinson on a project looking specifically at the 
procurement landscape in the North East, and on a project that fulfilled 
the Chamber’s commitment to campaign for improved access to ports and 
airports to improve connectivity to global markets as well as making the case 
for improved connectivity to domestic markets.

• Lichfields and Newcastle Building Society to explore the future of town 
centres & what is needed for them to survive.

• Square One Law to explore Brexit ready supply chains, mental health and 
more recently, leading the Chamber’s digital campaign to explore topics 
including inhouse digital leadership; regional infrastructure capacities; and 
access to technology and digital skills. 
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“…Partnering with the 
Chamber provides us with 
a platform to gain a real 
understanding of regional 
business requirements 
and in turn shape policy 
to ensure IT solutions 
are available to support 
growth.”

- Rob Coupland, CEO, 
Pulsant
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Additional policy influence and involvement

• Partners are regularly consulted on emerging policy issues and are given 
the opportunity to use their expertise to help the Chamber adapt its public 
position.

• National engagement through our membership of BCC and the opportunity 
for relevant company representatives to be put forward for BCC’s Expert 
Panels.

• Partners have access to all Chamber area meetings and policy forums 
(chaired by Partners) including our Education & Skills Group, Transport Forum, 
Development Forum, Energy Group and International Trade Committee 
– as well as specialist areas such as Sustainability; Equality & Diversity and 
Inclusion; and Women in Business, all of which help the Chamber shape views 
in the areas they cover.  

• Chamber Partners have the opportunity, where possible, to contribute to / 
comment first on proactive Chamber media activity related to their sector or 
area of expertise. 

• As a Chamber Partner, you will receive priority invitations to exclusive private 
meetings with government ministers in the region and in Westminster.

“We’re extremely proud to work together with 
the Chamber. We have shared ambitions for 
the region and both believe that access to high 
quality education and skills is critical for both 
businesses and also for all those who live across 
the North East, making sure they have every 
chance of success.”

Chris Toon, 
Deputy Principal, 
Gateshead College



Access & 
high-profile 

strategic 
networking
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Our Partner Members have access to inspirational 
figures and business executives, government 
ministers and policy formers from across the region 
through a series of exclusive monthly events.

The aim of these events is to:

• educate, challenge & inspire through our programme of speakers.
• give you the opportunity to have your views heard and discussed with the 

people that matter, in the comfort of your own region.
• create a unique forum by bringing together senior leaders from a small, 

exclusive group of businesses, all invested in making sure our region is the 
best place to do business. 

• provide a regular platform to reinforce existing (peer to peer) relationships & 
create new ones. 

We use this platform, particularly where we are joined by Policy formers and 
Government ministers, to:

• Reinforce the changes we need to see to help us achieve our ambitions 
(determined by members, and outlined in our Stronger North East campaign) 

• Update Partner Members & our guest speaker on the progress of our 
campaign for change and future plans

During 2020 we welcomed guests including: Leader of the Labour Party, Kier 
Starmer; Political Journalist for the BBC (North East & Cumbria) Richard Moss; 
Northern Powerhouse Minister Simon Clarke MP; Shadow Chief Secretary to 
the Treasury Bridget Phillipson MP; and CEO of the Equality and Human Rights 
Commission, Rebecca Hilsenrath.

In 2021, our guests include political journalist and Associate Editor at the Daily 
Mirror, Kevin Maguire; Chair of the National Infrastructure Commission, Sir John 
Armitt CBE; and explorer Robert Swan OBE.

Our Partners receive exclusive pre-sale access to much sought-after tickets to 
the Chamber’s Annual Dinner & Awards.
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“We are proud to take our seat at the region’s 
business table as Chamber partners.
 
We have a pivotal role in the visitor economy of 
our region and continue to work in partnership 
with the Chamber and other partners to raise the 
profile of the North East.”

Yvette Thompson, 
Head of Marketing,
Newcastle United Football Club



Additional 
profile & 

exposure
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Our Partner Members stand out to the wider member 
network through exclusive profile and exposure. 

As well as featuring in our searchable online directory, our Partners feature: 

• On our dedicated Partner member webpage. This includes info about your 
business (a gateway to your own website) and automatically pulls through all 
your recent news stories; events; and knowledge content that you provide us 
with and that sits elsewhere on our website.

• In key literature produced by the Chamber including the Chamber’s Annual 
Report, issued each Summer.

• In the Chamber’s CONTACT magazine, with opportunities to create content, 
offer advice or provide case studies. 3,500 copies are mailed directly to 
Chamber member organisations, including key decisionmakers and 
influencers in the region; 1,500 copies distributed to business and leisure 
locations regionwide. 

Partners receive 10% discount on editorial & advertising opportunities in CONTACT.

Other:

• The opportunity to fast track all appropriate press releases via our dedicated 
email-address Partners@neechamber.co.uk, ensuring they are uploaded to 
the member news section of the Chamber website, considered for CONTACT & 
promoted via our social channels.

• Exclusive pre-sale on all face to face and online sponsorship opportunities and 
longer-term associations.
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Complimentary group membership 

Chamber Partners receive complimentary group membership - the opportunity 
for an unlimited number of subsidiaries (businesses legally owned by you as the 
parent company) to join the Chamber as a ‘Group member’ free of charge. Group 
members have their own online profile in the Chamber’s online directory and 
access to our event series.

Complimentary Chamber Global

We are committed to helping businesses grow and trade worldwide, 
successfully. Chamber Global gives members access to optimum discounts 
on training and trade facilitation including our Customs Declaration Service; 
international focused insight and events; regular trade updates; access to our 
global business network; and expert advice and guidance on trade related 
issues.

The benefits of Chamber Global are complimentary to Partner members:

• Knowledge, expertise, and guidance from our dedicated International Trade 
Team.

• Optimum discounts on export documentation
• Access to a unique ‘one stop shop’ customs declaration brokerage service
• Priority booking and optimum discount on our internationally recognised 

training programme
• Exclusive access to a series of international focused events & webinars
• Exclusive access to online content, including blogs and toolkits providing 

guidance on the issues impacting international trade.
• Priority access to Chamber International Trade Forum
• Exclusive access to our Global Business Network
• Regular trade updates and market insight straight to your inbox (including 

first to know information on inward delegations, overseas visits, trade fairs and 
exhibitions)

• An invitation to the Chamber’s Annual Global Lunch

“The Chamber is a modern and dynamic 
custodian of business in our region – galvanising 
companies of all sizes, providing networking 
opportunities, sharing best practice and providing 
tailored support. They ensure our collective voice 
is heard at national level; helping our businesses, 
places, and people to achieve their full potential.”

Darush Dodds, 
Director of Corporate Affairs, 
Esh Group



Get in touch
To find out more about becoming a 
Partner Member please contact: 

jennifer.rycroft@neechamber.co.uk 
07867 541467
@NEEChamberJen 
neechamber.co.uk

neechamber.co.uk 
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Q

facebook.com/NorthEastEnglandChamber

linkedin.com/company/213667

@NEEChamber

@NEEChamber

Connect with us

neechamber.co.uk


